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It Is What It Is Gang Stalking 

Listen Democratics and Republican     

Senators, Congressmen and women, you who      

are our representatives speaking for the people       

in our states. You are not speaking loud        

enough because if you were then the traumatic        

experience you faced on January 7, 2021 would        

not have taken place.  

Each of you are responsible for      

the actions that took place right      

before your eyes.  

It called targeting you were     

victims of targeting, community    

stalking, covert harassment, and    

gang stalking. Why because you     

have 

who are our representatives    

speaking for the people in our      

states. You are not speaking     

loud enough because if you were      

then the traumatic experience    

you faced on January 7, 2021      

would not have taken place.     

Each of you are responsible for      

the actions that took place right      

before your eyes. It called     

targeting you were victims of     

targeting, community stalking, 

covert harassment, and gang    

stalking. Why because you    

have not enforced the laws we      

have established in the United     

States and you have not     

approved new laws   

surrounding these attacks on    

citizens in our country. What     

terrified you in one day is what       

millions of people around the     

world experience everyday, 24    

hours a day non stop. You      

where attacked by people who     

looked human but were indeed     

robots AKA remote controlled    

assassins. These mass   

destructive weapons that are    

patented to control crowds    

also has a reverse effect DUH      

See Full Article 

Im not safe in goleta      

california.  

This is involved with coverups with       

nicholas markowitz, united slaves of     

America, holzer and handelman    

pedophile pornography in Goleta    

california. People have been stealing     

from, setting me up and lieing broadly       

about me for decades. This is      

zersetzung my relatives need to be      

imprisoned, for human smuggling    

and child abuse. My firearm was also       

stolen by thomas roteman in goleta      

california 8056989848 local law    

enforcement didn't respond... Local    

police and sherriffs including goletas     

liutenant morales refused to take     

police reports. 

Special agent Nathan hynes of      

ventura fbi field office is also involved.       

But they wanted me involved with      

homeland security. There are a lot of       

people lieing to law enforcement, hhs      

funded social workers and abusing  

directed energy weapons.To retard    

justice and homeland security and     

department of justice a reputability in      

Santa Barbara county. Inclding    

multiple medical malpractices, cencal    

records being rewritten and multiple     

 

court conflicts of interest with judge      

dandona. 

Im a lifetime victim of zersetzung, 

oseh and directed energy weapons in 

goleta california. I need help, noone 

acknowledges I exist or isn't playing 

pretend. 28 years of torture, 

fabricated methamphetamine 

addiction affliction and being forced 

through the cracks, set up, stolen 

from abused and lied to and about. If 

you don't take cases please 

reccommend someone.  Please call or 

text Adam miller my pedophile 

8184020400 and ask him to 

appologize to her, and talk to Leonard 

marcus about why I haven't been safe 

for fifteen plus years and shouldn't 

have been him and gwens hostage or 

around Adam miller holzerman. Sorry 

for violently raping you with a non 

violent plea for help and someone to 

behave like a human being Full Article  
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The Neuro-Specific Human Rights Bill 

Rapid advancements in human neuroscience and neurotechnology open 

unprecedented possibilities for accessing, collecting, sharing and manipulating 

information from the human brain. Such 

applications raise important challenges to human 

rights principles that need to be addressed to 

prevent misuse or unintended negative 

consequences. This proposal assesses the 

implications of emerging neurotechnology 

applications in the context of the human rights 

framework and suggests that existing human 

rights are not sufficient to respond to these 

emerging issues. After analysing the relationship 

between neuroscience and human rights, we 

identify four new neuro-specific human rights that will be vital in the effort of 

protecting the human brain: the right to cognitive liberty, the right to mental 

privacy, the right to mental integrity, and the right to psychological continuity. 

Review Full Article 

.  

        Psychotronic Torture 

I have had to endure pain in my life before. In my childhood I was diagnosed with a 

severe case of Tourette syndrome. My head would shake uncontrollably and the 

pain in my neck was bad. Since my head couldn’t stop shaking to get relief from the 

pain I had to learn to keep going through the pain. I don’t like to take pain relievers 

so I don’t take them. I would just lay down for a while and rest through the pain. 

While my head kept shaking. I had no control  

 

 

 

Stefan Keith Howard 

Vomitt.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

over it. As an adult I don’t have the 

Tourette syndrome like I did in my 

childhood. It has settled down and 

my head doesn’t shake 

uncontrollably anymore. In 

January of 2002 I got myself into a 

bad situation while chatting with 

strangers on the internet. They 

were not who they said they were 

and they were not the nice people I 

thought they were For Full Article 

Visit 

 

 

 WHAT’S NEW 

TI TV Channels 

What is TIs Fight Back TV  
TIs Fight Back Channel for educating       

TIs with a selection of videos to help        

TIs understand the TI subject they are       

interested in learning more about. 

TI Messenger  

Targeted Individuals you now have the      

ability to send and receive personal      

messages to fellow TIs as well as block        

communications all togeter. The great     

news is for upcoming events and  

Great Job TI Community    

on making the TIs Fight     

Back Networking Website   

very successful and eyes    

opening... 
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Gang Stalkers Run Sex Slavery 
I’m sober in AA since 1985, I was a succesful Realtor from 1999 on in our                

suberb community as a single mom paying the bills until I was set             

up,slandered,made broke and stuck in 2009 I say by Gang Stalkers. A            

very nice mom set up to The Department of Child Family Protective            

Services by lies from anonymous callers etc. The lies were dismiss without            

prejudice and so was my older daughter dimiss from case as she turned             

an adult age of 18. 

Due to the lying I had to have a psych eval in 09 fall I was ruled not                  

gravely disabled not a danger to myself or others. This was a set up I am                

convinced as since this I do not receive mail or money as I should. I               

believe someone lied they got control of my money mail from the 09 eval              

and no no one could have that’s impossible as I was ruled normal , my               

daughter was 18 years old, I am sober in AA since 1985, I had a California                

Real Estate lis when I had a psych eval for being a  FULL ARTICLE 

  

Gang Stalking and Medical Kidnap 
I believe electronic harrasment is done for medical kidnappings. It’s to           

cause pain in the TI’s bodies to take them away helplessly through the             

Goverment system, by setting TI’s up to a Government Agency by much            

fraud,framing, and outright lying about the person they target. My          

experience tell me this as I am a nice harmless person who was set up to                

DCFS in 2009. Prior to DCFS coming to the house, a day or two earlier               

someone lied I was sucidal. I have never been sucidal in my life. I found               

out later the person who lied I was sucidal called a not needed ambulance              

that parked across the street in a Church parking lot and that’s a huge red               

flag of a medical kidnap set up. Someone told me about it months later              

but I saw ambulances circling around there and many places and felt the             

fear of death within me. A Frances Farmer Conspiracy I called it to             

myself, to slander a normal person out of nowhere to lie someones            

sucidal, for DCFS to knock on an over nice Moms door is obvious to me.               

Someone lied I needed to take my medication and took none, no            

prescription, I need none, I am sober in AA since 1985 and stopped taking              

pills years before that and most alcoholics don’t take medication, it could            

set up a relapse, Full Article  

 

Nancy Gail Fox 

Looking back on my life I believe people 

I’ve known in my life got in on stalking 

that’s gone on for fifteen year’s as people I 

know would just appear out of nowhere. 

People I’d not seen for ages also. I believe 

this conspiracy of betrayal may have 

started at my wedding in 1992 Aug. at The 

Bel Air Bay Club in The Pacific Palisades as 

hardly any guests brought a wedding gift 

and left quicker than planned.  Review Her 

TI STORY 

 

Gang Stalkers Destroy The    

Family’s Life Plans 

Our life was great and wonderful until 

stalkers swarmed around in 2008 summer 

and this effected my daughters lives and 

my elderly mothers life as well. All that my 

daughters and I worked hard for and 

accomplished in our community were we 

were secure and aclamanted was effected. I 

wanted to point out that gang stalkers 

effect everybody in the family, their 

happiness, security, and harmony.My poor 

elderly mothers old age plans were ruined 

and she’s been a victim also by this and 

now she is 96 years old living someplace 

where she did not want to be and has 

memory loss since 2008 and the gang 

stalking acts tore her life apart.  My mom 

raised me in Sherman Oaks, California as a 

single mom, a person who does no wrong. 

She retired about 30 years ago and lived on 

her Social Security income of about 

$1,440.00 a month, we were best friends, 

we spoke five times a day often  For Full 

Article Review 
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Torture 

Torture - the action or practice of inflicting severe pain or suffering on someone as a punishment or in order to force them to do or say                           

something. 

Torture and the United States 

Torture and the United States - includes documented and alleged cases of torture both inside and outside the United States by                     

members of the government, the military, law enforcement agencies, intelligence agencies, health care services, and other public                 

organizations. 

18 U.S.C. § 2340 (the “Torture Act”) 

An act of torture committed outside the United States by a U.S. national or a non-U.S. national who is present in the United States is 

punishable under 18 U.S.C. § 2340. The definition of torture used is as follows: 

As used in this chapter— 

● (1) “torture” means an act committed by a person acting under the color of law specifically intended to inflict severe physical or 

mental pain or suffering (other than pain or suffering incidental to lawful sanctions) upon another person within his custody or 

physical control; 

● (2) “severe mental pain or suffering” means the prolonged mental harm caused by or resulting from— 

● (A) the intentional infliction or threatened infliction of severe physical pain or suffering; 

● (B) the administration or application, or threatened administration or application, of mind-altering substances or other 

procedures calculated to disrupt profoundly the senses or the personality; 

● (C) the threat of imminent death; or 

● (D) the threat that another person will imminently be subjected to death, severe physical pain or suffering, or the 

administration or application of mind-altering substances or other procedures calculated to disrupt profoundly the senses or 

personality; and 

● (3) “United States” means the several states of the United States, the District of Columbia, and the commonwealths, territories, 

and possessions of the United States. 
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COMING! TI Library 
Resource page on TIs Fight 

Back website where 

targeted individuals can go 

seeking info on where to go, 

who to talk to and letters to 

write about your targeting 

experience.  Knowing every 

outlet from city, state, and 

government levels to tackle 

your targeting and where to 

report it.  

 
COMING! The 

Unabomber A Mkultra 
Experiment Gone Bad 

Article  
Did they train him to be an       

assassin then locked him up     

for doing it. 

 

COMING!  TI Book 
Club 

Starting a targeted   

individual book club, where    

we would discuss articles,    

documents, court cases etc    

would play a huge part in      

helping tis fight for freedom     

from covert harassment.   

More details coming soon. 

 

COMING!  TI Chat 
Support 

Targeted individuals who   

are wanting to give support     

to fellow TIs. Can volunteer     

and offer support at their     

convenience.

 
COMING!  

Wendy Willaims Brace 

Yourself 

COMING!  Britney 
Spears 

 and mind control 

COMING! TI 
REVIEWS!  

All targeted individuals deal    

with businesses/  

corporations and their   

product or services. It is     

suggested that we have a     

spot to write those    

reviews.Writing a review   

will let other TIs know     

about your experience. For    

far to long these organized     

businesses and their   

employees that represent   

them have gotten away with     

organized crime. Its time to     

stand up and make them  

take notice that our money     

will not be spent with     

businesses who don't treat    

us with respect. They don't     

have to support our TIs     

cause but they will    

RESPECT us as a paying     

customer. TIs are   

constantly bullied and   

manipulated by these   

businesses who listen to    

voice to skull commands    

and or gang stalked by the      

perps who represent the    

business. It's time to let     

others know that   

unsatisfactory customer  

service will not be tolerated.     

In addition if you travel TIs      

need to know what places     

that don't target and which     

ones that do. 
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TIs Of The Month  

 

 
A Day of Reckoning Poem 
In my situation as a Targeted Individual of a Condemnation website, the 

V2K might be a little different. I wrote this poem based on my situation. 

A Day of Reckoning 

It was a day of reckoning  View Full Poem 

Author: Shelley Williams 

 

 

  

Author Jess Brown 

 

Starchart 
My background story: 

In the very beginning I remember coming       

back from my Pharmacy class in the CBD,        

after recently my mother had passed away       

from Cancer. We had some new neighbors       

move in, across from us and suddenly from        

a distance I see a woman near they’re gates.         

From no where, I suddenly hear, ‘what are        

you staring at? Why is she staring at me?!’. 

I was quite surprised to be honest as this         

was always an slight concern of mine. (That        

I do not smile much and always sometimes        

might stare a little too much out of habit).         

Well as the weeks went on eventually I        

started hearing projected audio into the      

whole house, which no one else seemed to        

hear in the household. I was confused by        

this and they were suddenly complaining      

about my bedroom light being on but       

there’s no way they could see this, across        

the road. I brought some blackout curtains       

as an result but they always seemed to        

know when I had the light on and wherever         

I was. I even spoke to them once but they          

decline any knowledge of any .Full Article   
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